Dear Members and Friends,

May you be inscribed for a Happy, Healthy, Peaceful and Prosperous New Year (5783).

The GSI Coordinating Council is delighted to welcome Sharon Buenos as its newest member. Sharon heads the global Zikaron BaSalon (memory in the salon / living room) program out of Israel. This is an increasingly popular way to commemorate the Shoah. She is one of the grandchildren of survivors (3G) to join GSI’s leadership with an eye to moving Holocaust remembrance and education into the future. Please visit our website to “meet” the four generations on our international Coordinating Council: Coordinating Council (genshoah.org).

We also welcome the return of Dr. Steve Salzberg, an original member of the GSI Coordinating Council, to our extended “family.” He has joined our Advisory Group.

Congratulations to Tali Nates, founder and director of the Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre and chair of the South African Holocaust & Genocide Foundation, and a member of our Coordinating Council, on being one of the recipients of the Goethe Medal for 2022. Tali will also be our first guest as we launch into a year-long series of authors and filmmakers talking about their works and answering questions that we will host on the GSI book / film discussion group to mark our 20th anniversary.

The World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants (WFJCSHD) is happy to welcome the intergenerational survivor community to its first in-person conference since Covid. This international conference will be November 4 – 7 in St. Louis, Missouri. Please see the conference section below for more information.

Thank you, and be well,

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)
The form for event submissions may be found at: [www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html](http://www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html). Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish it to appear in the upcoming (next) month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our [GSI](http://www.genshoah.org) website for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, and more. Survivors, their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

**GSI** has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor and descendants’ community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the Facebook group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at [www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/](http://www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/). Joining Facebook is free and easy: [www.facebook.com](http://www.facebook.com).

---

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

*Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)* will mark its **20th anniversary** next month. To celebrate the occasion, we will again host a year-long series of authors and filmmakers on our GSI book / film discussion group. Next month we will post the list of our special guests.

**CONFERENCES**

**Eastern European Displaced Persons, Refugees, and POWs during and after the Holocaust**  
September 5 – 9, 2022  
Riga, Latvia

**Voices of Hope’s Descendants of the Shoah Conference**  
September 11, 2022  10:00 am – 4:00 pm  
Mandell JCC, 335 Bloomfield Ave, West Harford, CT

**The Holocaust and Nazi Medicine: Victims, Perpetrators, Rescuers**  
September 16 – 17, 2022  
Mauthausen Memorial, Austria

**Medical Review Auschwitz: Medicine Behind Barbed Wire 2022**  
September 19 – 21, 2022  
Krakow, Poland
World Federation of Jewish Child survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants Conference
November 4 – 7, 2022
St. Louis Grand Marriott, St. Louis, MO

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS

The Fate of Jewish Children Under Nazi Control
September 12, 2022 3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

Exploring Antisemitism & Holocaust Survivor Itka Zygmunтовicz’s story
September 14, 2022 4:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

The Establishment of the Ghettos
September 19, 2022 3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

The Post-War Period as Reflected Through Art
October 25 – 26, 2022
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

For more: zborowski.center@yadvashem.org.il

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – September 20, 2022—Fritz Asher Society, New York, NY
Fritz Asher: Themes and Variations A Digital Exhibition Experience

Now– October 7, 2022— Gonzaga University, Spokane, WA
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: Americans and the Holocaust

Now – November 6, 2022—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Boris Lurie: Nothing To Do But To Try. The exhibition of this Holocaust survivor’s art presents a portrait of an artist reckoning with devastating trauma, haunting memories, and an elusive, lifelong quest for freedom.

Now – November 13, 2022—US Army Airborne & Special Operations Museum, 100 Bragg Blvd., Fayetteville, NC
Courage and Compassion: The Legacy of the Bielski Brothers

Now - November 30, 2022—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Theresienstadt Exhibition: Last Stop Before the Last Stop
Exhibition: **Confronting Hate 1937 - 1952**. In 1937, the American Jewish Committee (AJC) launched an unprecedented media campaign to combat the increase in antisemitism gripping the United States.

Now – January 22, 2023—Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library & Museum, Springfield, IL
Illinois Holocaust Museum exhibit: **Stories of Survival: Object – Image – Memory**

Now – February 27, 2023—Fritz Asher Society, New York, NY
Identity, Art and Migration: an online exhibition about seven artists persecuted by German Nazis, 1933-1945. These six artists: Anni Albers, Friedel Dzubas, Eva Hesse, Rudi Lesser, Lily Renée and Arthur Szyk emigrated to the United States, while one, Fritz Ascher, stayed behind in Germany, hiding in a basement for three years.

September 1, 2022, 6:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Wartime North Africa Book Talk** with author Professor Sarah Stein, UCLA

September 6, 2022, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center, Seattle, WA
**Journey to Freedom: My Parents’ Holocaust Story** with Beverley Silver

September 6, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

September 7, 2022, 6:30 pm UTC+01—Ben Uri Gallery and Museum, London, UK
Zoom program: **Forging an American market for German Expressionism**: Kurt Valentin and Karl Nierendorf, German emigre art dealers who relocated to New York in the late 1930s, played critical roles in creating an American market for German Expressionism during the World War II era.

September 7, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Center for Holocaust, Human Rights & Genocide Education, Brookdale Community College, Lincroft, NJ
**Digital Archives Launch**: New Jersey’s only Holocaust & Genocide Archive has been digitized for use in schools. Educators are invited to join Chhange for a virtual "tour" of the archives. Chhange's digital archive will be free and available for educators and the public following the September launch.

September 7, 2022, 7:00 pm PT—Chandler Center for the Arts, 250 N. Arizona Ave, Chandler, AZ

September 8 – November 30, 2022—Terezin Ghetto Memorial, Czech Republic
**Documentary exhibition** about Kurt Epstein, a native of Roudnice nad Labem, who was imprisoned in Terezín and Auschwitz.
September 8, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—NEXT GENERATIONS, Boca Raton, FL
Virtual program: To Life! A Magical Post Modern Hasidic Tale of the Holocaust with Jud Newborn.

September 9, 2022, 10:00 am MST—Arizona Jewish Historical Society, Phoenix, AZ
Be Brave, and in the End, Everything will be Good! Guest speaker: Holocaust survivor Irving Bienstock. RSVP: afusco@azjhs.org.

September 11, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—YIVO, Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Annual Nusakh Vilne Memorial Program, commemorating the Jewish community of Vilna through poetry, music, and presentation with Professor Justin Cammy who will discuss the poetic legacy of Yung-vilne and Avrom Sutzkever using an archival document as his launching point. A mini concert featuring musical settings of poetry of Avrom Sutzkever will follow Cammy's presentation. In person and live streamed.

September 13 – October 25, 2022—Northern Michigan University, Marquette, MI
Missouri University of Science and Technology, Rolla, MO
Amarillo Public Library, Amarillo, TX

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: Americans and the Holocaust

September 13, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Levy Hall at Rodef Shalom, 4905 Fifth Ave, Pittsburgh, PA
Performance: Etty, the one-woman play adapted from the writings of Etty Hillesum.

September 14, 2022, 10:00 am MT—East Valley Generations After Descendants Forum, Chandler, AZ

September 14, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial and Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY
Book club: Those Who Are Saved by Alexis Landau. As a Russian Jewish émigré to France, Vera cannot protect her four-year-old daughter Lucie once the Nazis occupy the country. For more: lindaburghardt@hmtCLI.org or 516.571.8040.

September 14, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—YIVO, Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
The Dancer and the Holocaust, a discussion of a new biography of dancer Pola Nireńska (1910-1992) whose career was repeatedly interrupted by antisemitism and fascism, with author Weronika Kostyrko.

September 14, 2022, 6:30 pm UTC+01—Ben Uri Gallery and Museum, London, UK
Zoom event: Exiled Artists and the Politics of Immigration in Wartime America. Many prominent European artists - including Georg Grosz, Jacques Lipchitz, and Marc Chagall - resettled in the USA following the Nazis' rise to power in Germany.

September 14, 2022, 6:30 pm ET—Florida Holocaust Museum, St. Petersburg, FL
“Holocaust Fighters: Boxers, Resisters, and Avengers” With Author Jeffrey Sussman.
September 14, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Montreal Holocaust Museum, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Screening of Contestataire which details the remarkable life story of Holocaust survivor Georges Schwartz. Event in French.

September 18, 2022, 10:00 am PT—Jewish Culture and Holocaust Remembrance Group, Carlsbad, CA
We Are the Tree of Life with Holocaust survivors Jackie Gmach and Sami Steigmann. Zoom: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88102763694?pwd=T29XV0VNeGhXbHRQc2YzQ3F3VSt5Zz09

September 18, 2022, 11:00 am ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Survivors: Faces of Life After the Holocaust, a conversation with photographer Martin Schoeller and Sara Softness, the Museum’s Curator of Special Projects about the Museum’s new exhibition, Survivors: Faces of Life After the Holocaust, a powerful photography exhibition showcasing 75 large-scale portraits of Holocaust survivors taken by famed photographer Martin Schoeller.

September 18, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Traces: Portraits of Resistance, Survival and Resolve screening and discussion of a new animated trilogy from Humanity in Action that brings three histories to life. With Judith Goldstein, Founder and Executive Director of Humanity in Action, and Peter and David Hein, protagonists of My Father’s War. For more: info@mjhnyc.org; 646-437-4202.

September 18, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
The Hippocratic Oath at the Umschlagplatz: The Jewish Doctors of the Warsaw Ghetto

September 18, 2022, 2:30 and 7:00 pm ET—Beth Jacob Congregation, 7020 N. Main St, Dayton, OH
Performance of The Interview with playwright Faye Sholiton. What begins as a simple history project, related to the Holocaust, becomes a story of mothers and daughters forgiving and being forgiven. RSVP 937-274-2149

September 18, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
The Vatican and the Holocaust. Watch the film Holy Silence (link to be provided) between Sept 16 – 19 prior to this panel discussion with Steven Pressman, Rev. Charles R. Gallagher, SJ, and Peter Eisner. Tickets by donation.

September 20, 2022,12:00 pm PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Magda’s Story with Jack Schaloum.

September 21, 2022, 6:30 pm UTC+01— Ben Uri Gallery and Museum, London, UK
Zoom event: Paul Rosenberg: Picasso’s Dealer in America. The renowned French art dealer, famed for promoting such modernist giants as Picasso and Braque, had become a refugee as Paris's Nazi occupiers looted his gallery stock of modernist paintings.

September 28 2022, 2:00 pm ET—LBI, Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
LBI Book Club: When Time Stopped with author Ariana Neumann
September 29, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA  

September 29, 2022, 5:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL  
**81st Anniversary of Babiy Yar Commemoration** with Dr. Martin Dean renowned Holocaust historian, author, former war crimes investigator, and researcher with the Babiy Yar Holocaust Memorial Center.

September 29, 2022, 7:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY  
**The Art of Forgiveness**, a powerful compilation of stories, plays, and poems performed by The Braid reveals the secrets to forgiving. For more: info@mjhnyc.org; 646-437-4202.

October 2, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY  
**Book Talk: Pink Triangle Legacies** with author Dr. Jake Newsome

October 12, 2022, 6:30 pm ET—Florida Holocaust Museum, St. Petersburg, FL  
**“The Ones Who Remember: Second-Generation Voices of the Holocaust” Panel Discussion**

October 13, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY  
**Love Brought Me Through the Holocaust**: Stories Survive with Judith Koeppel Steel

October 16, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Symphony Hall, Boston, MA  
Terezin Music Foundation **Gala Concert: Berg, Schonberg, Schubert** with Jonathan Biss.  
Reception begins at 3:00. Fees.

October 25 2022, 6:30 pm ET—LBI, Center for Jewish History, New York, NY  
**Film screening and discussion: Dear Fredy: Sexuality and Politics in the Theresienstadt Ghetto**, the story of Fredy Hirsch, a gay, Zionist athlete who headed the youth department of the Theresienstadt Ghetto. Following the screening, LBI’s Head of Public Outreach, Michael Simonson, will discuss Hirsch’s life, as well as the topic of sexuality in concentration camps. Live.

October 27, 2022, 7:00 pm PT—Memorial Hall, Chapman University, Orange, CA  
**Screening of Charlotte**, Conversation following the screening with Julia Rosenberg, producer of Charlotte and Jennifer Keene, Dean of Wilkinson College of Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences.

October 30, 2022, 2:30 pm ET—Zekelman Holocaust Center, Farmington Hills, MI  
**Zoom event: The Ratline: Love, Lies, and Justice on the Trail of a Nazi Fugitive** with Phillippe Sands.

October 30, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY  
**Screening of No Place on Earth.** In 1942, 38 men, women and children slid down a cold, muddy hole in the ground, seeking refuge from the war above in a pitch-black underground world where no human had gone before. Registration required.
November 1, 2022, 6:00 pm PT—West Charleston Library, 6301 W. Charleston Blvd, Las Vegas, NV
Kristallnacht program from the perspective of those who were there: *The Night of Crystal, of Broken Glass,… of Terror: Reichspogrom*. For more: genshoah@gmail.com.

November 1, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*Writing Twentieth Century Jews Into Sports History* with Helen Epstein, author, and daughter of Olympic swimmer Kurt Epstein. Suggested donation.

November 6, 2022, 4:30 pm ET—University of Toledo Law Center, Toledo, OH
*The Trial of FDR*: live docudrama presentation written by Robert Krakow, attorney, playwright, and documentarian, putting FDR on trial for the US government’s decision to turn away the SS St. Louis on which 937 Jews were trying to escape Nazi Germany in 1939. For more information: daniel@jewishtoledo.org.

November 8 – December 20, 2022—University of Louisiana at Lafayette (Lafayette, LA)
University of Arkansas Libraries (Fayetteville, AR)
Billings Public Library (Billings, MT)
Juneau Public Libraries (Juneau, AK)

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: *Americans and the Holocaust*

November 8, 2022, 7:00 pm PT—Fish Interfaith Center, Chapman University, Orange, CA
Interfaith Service of Remembrance for Kristallnacht with Jeffrey Kopstein.

December 1, 2022, 12:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*Stories Survive* with Wendy Sandler, daughter of survivor Rita Kaplan Lowenstein.

**FYI… FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

**FYI…** Online newsletters
Arolsen Archives August 18, 2022
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club
Yad Vashem August 7, 2022
Yad Vashem August 15, 2022
Yad Vashem August 22, 2022
Yad Vashem August 29, 2022

**FYI…** The Holocaust Survivors and Victims Resource Center (HSVRC) at the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum provides research services pertaining to individuals and other topics related to the Holocaust and Nazi persecution. Drawing on the Museum archives and other parts of its collection as well as the ITS (International Tracing Service) Digital Archive, the HSVRC answers thousands of victim and survivor-related research requests from the Second
Generation, families of survivors and victims, scholarly and genealogical researchers, documentary filmmakers, teachers and other educators, and the general public.

Among the many requests we are able to provide information about are those from and about Jews born in Germany or Austria, or which concern Jews who had spent a significant amount of their lives in either of those two countries in the 1930s or 1940s. We are often able to help descendants who are seeking documentation related to their relatives who lived in or came from Germany or Austria in order to support applications for German or Austrian citizenship. If you are interested in having us conduct such research, please complete the online research request form available at the link below.

https://www.ushmm.org/remember/resources-holocaust-survivors-victims/individual-research/services/getting-started

FYI… The Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center has a new online exhibit: The Holocaust in the Soviet Union.

FYI… On Auschwitz is the official podcast of the Auschwitz Memorial. The history of Auschwitz is exceptionally complex. It combined two functions: a concentration camp and an extermination center. Nazi Germany persecuted various groups of people there, and the camp complex continually expanded and transformed itself. In the podcast "On Auschwitz," we discuss the details of the history of the camp as well as our contemporary memory of this important and special place. Online lessons: lesson.auschwitz.org

FYI… The free nonfiction Holocaust theater project THIN EDGE OF THE WEDGE was developed to educate about the Holocaust and to combat antisemitism today. The play of first-hand testimonies of survivors and saviors can be read at https://b.link/ThinEdgeOfTheWedge and all accompanying educational resources are at www.ThinEdgeOfTheWedge.com (The play is also available in a professional German translation -- see www.SchritteInDenAbgrund.com) Playwright Phyllis Zimbler Miller spoke for a Liberation75 teachers training on using theater to create empathy for victims and rescuers -- https://b.link/CreatingeEmpathy -- and she is happy to do Zoom discussions about this theater project. She is also the co-host of the NEVER AGAIN IS NOW podcast on YouTube, Spotify, and Apple Podcasts -- www.millermosaicllc.com/podcast-never-again-is-now/

FYI…A multi-institutional research project is currently underway to gather, analyze, and publish photos of Nazi mass deportations of Jews, Romani people and people with disabilities from the German Reich between 1938 and 1945. The “#LastSeen - Pictures of Nazi Deportations” (https://lastseen.arolsen-archives.org/en/) project aims to recognize the victims in the photos and recover their stories. The team is looking for the unknown photos, the ones that survived in museums, archives, private attics, and basements. Anyone who is interested in assisting the project can help by searching for photographs and tracking down additional information about what the photos show. The findings will be presented on a website in German and English to make them accessible to a wide audience. If you have any questions or if you have found a potentially interesting photograph, please reach out to the team at the USC Center for Advanced Genocide Research (Los Angeles, California) at cagr@usc.edu. Sarah Ernst (Assistant and Ph.D. student, University of Southern California)
FYI… Theatrical runs of *Three Minutes – A Lengthening* have begun around the US. Summary: A snippet of a 16mm home movie found in an attic in South Florida, taken in the late 1930's, offers a meditative glimpse into the lives of the unsuspecting Jewish citizens of a small Polish village at the precipice of World War II. A list of American cities that will be showing the film in September appears below. For more: www.threeminutesfilm.com or contact tamar@meanstreetsmanagement.com. See also articles under USA below for reviews.

Albany, NY 9/2/22; Amherst, MA 9/16/22; Aspen, CO 9/7/22; Atlanta, GA 9/2/22; Austin, TX 9/16/22; Baltimore, MD 9/2/22; Boston, MA 9/2/22; Bradenton, FL 10/8/22; Bronxville, NY 9/9/22; Chatham, NY 9/11/22; Detroit, MI 9/12/22; Fort Worth, TX 9/2/22; Millerton, NY 9/16/22; New York, NY 9/8/22; Portland, ME 9/16/22; Sarasota, FL 9/2/22; St. Louis, MO 9/2/22; Tacoma, WA 9/6/22; Tulsa, OK 9/2/22; Washington, DC 9/1/22; Winston-Salem, NC 9/2/22

This is a list of community events featuring the film *Three Minutes - A Lengthening*: Contact Tamar Simon for more info at tamar@meanstreetsmanagement.com or 917-670-6824.

- **September 6th** - Charlottesville, VA - United Jewish Fund for Charlottesville
- **September 11th** - Baltimore, MD 21201 - Baltimore Jewish Council
- **September 11th** - Bozeman, Montana - Chabad of Montana
- **September 12th** - Detroit, MI - Jewish Family Services of Metro Detroit
- **September 13th** - Nashville, TN - Tennessee Holocaust Commission
- **Sun, September 18th** - Austin, TX - Austin Jewish Film Festival
- **September 18th** - Portland, ME - Maine Jewish Film Festival
- **September 20th** - Orange, CA - Rodgers Center for Holocaust Education at Chapman University

FYI… Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the COVID-19 virus shutdown and beyond. Here are some of them:

- July 18, 2022: [Holocaust Remembrance Around the World: Czech Republic](#)
- July 24, 2022: [Ukrainian Crisis](#) (including Shoah survivors and descendants)
- July 28, 2022: [Resilient Spaces: An Exhibition on Jewish hide-outs during the Holocaust](#)
- August 1, 2022: [Grossaktion Warsaw – Before the Trains Left the Umschlagplatz](#)
- August 11, 2022: [The Foot Soldiers of White Supremacy](#)
- August 21, 2022: [The Road to the Umschlagplatz: The Jewish Police in the Warsaw Ghetto](#)
- Click here for past videos from the Arizona Jewish Historical Society
- Click here for past videos of the Association of Jewish Refugees
- Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin
- Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
- Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders
- Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
- Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House
- Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust and Genocide Research Partnership
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI
Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)
Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Culture and Holocaust Remembrance
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Study Center
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from the Lappin Foundation
Click here for past programs from Liberation 75
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos may also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center
Click here for past programs from The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI)
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for 2021 First Person programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures you may have missed.
Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.
Click here for past programs from Yeshiva University
Click here for past programs from YIVO

FYI... For the latest on the Baltics
FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts, and slideshows in the news… Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo, or others.

**Across Borders: International**

**New Project Spotlights World War II-Era Diplomats Who Saved Thousands of Jews During Holocaust**

**Royal Navy officer celebrated in Italy for helping Holocaust survivors**

**Overlooked No More: Regina Jonas - Upon Whose Shoulders 'All Female Rabbis Stand'**

**Women's experiences of infertility after the Holocaust**

**My Grandparents Fled the Holocaust, and I Returned to Their Homeland After Reclaiming Their Citizenship — Here's What It Was Like**

**US antisemitism envoy slams Iran's Ayatollah Khamenei’s ‘Zionist merchant’ comments**

**Auburn Tigers basketball team tours Yad Vashem Holocaust Memorial**

**Ziggy’s Playground: San Francisco family builds joy in Rwanda – J.**

'Stranger Things' Turning Holocaust Concentration Camp Into Airbnb

**Argentina**

**Argentina's President Blasted For Comparing Covid 19 Pandemic To Holocaust**

**Jewish groups slam Argentine president for repeatedly comparing number of COVID-19 deaths to the Holocaust**

**Australia**

**Holocaust twins turning 100 are living proof miracles happen**

**Twin Holocaust Survivors Celebrate Their 100th Birthday**

**Twins survive Holocaust and now celebrate their 100th birthdays**

**Holocaust Survivor Shares 100 Years Of Wisdom To Celebrate His Birthday**

**A Double Celebration**

**Holocaust survivor Phillip Maisel passes away a week after his 100th birthday**

**Holocaust Survivor Phillip Maisel Dies Age 100**

**Just Weeks After Celebrating His 100th Birthday, Phillip Maisel Had Died**

**Mourning A Guardian Of Memory**

**From Auschwitz to a gold medal: Montag’s incredible long walk to victory**

**Gold Medal-Winning Australian Racewalker Wears Keepsake From Holocaust Survivor Grandmother in Competition**

**The Touching Way Aussie Commonwealth Games Star Paid Tribute To Holocaust Survivor Grandmother**
Commonwealth Walk Champion Montag Inspired By Holocaust-Surviving Grandmother

Poland's Jewish Victims Had Names

The Jewish family history of Olivia Newton-John

Olivia Newton-John’s grandfather escaped Hitler, won Nobel Prize

Barlow Responds To Holocaust Revisionism

Public Display Of Nazi Flags And Memorabilia Bearing Swastikas Banned In New South Wales

Belgium

Music Festival Cancelled After City Authorities Realize Bands Are Nazis

Bolivia

How Bolivia’s ruthless tin baron saved thousands of Jewish refugees

Bosnia

In Sarajevo, Ari Folman talks genocide, animating Anne Frank and pleasing his mother

Canada

Katko Urges Feds To Expedite Fort Ontario's National Park Status

Obituary: George Gara said 'luck' carried him safely through the Holocaust

Holocaust Survivor Leslie Vertes Endured Brutality From The Nazis And The Soviets

Local Holocaust Survivor Celebrates Milestone Birthday And New Memoir - Just Sayin' Caledon

Montreal Man And Survivor From Schindler's List Marks His 100th Birthday

Schindler's List survivor Roman Lesniak turns 100 years old

95-Year-Old Caledon Holocaust Survivor Writes Memoir

Former Citizen Columnist Was A Holocaust Survivor, Expelled Russian Journalist

Canada’s Refusal to Disclose Names of Nazi War Criminals ‘Outrages’ Human Rights Group

Canadian cardinal with Jewish ancestry honors Jewish-born nun and saint who was murdered at Auschwitz

Cardinal with Jewish ancestry honors Jewish-born nun murdered Auschwitz

On Stein milestone, cardinal recalls his own family’s Jewish roots, Holocaust horrors

Nazi forgeries detailed in new book - Canadian Coin News

Czech Republic

Holocaust Survivor Felix Kolmer Dies

Felix Kolmer, Terezin and Auschwitz survivor, dies age 100
France

The Disappearance of Josef Mengele review: A post-Holocaust hunt for the Angel of Death
How my family found refuge in 2 villages in the Holocaust

Germany

Germany Celebrates 1700 Years Of Jewish Life And Heritage
How Germany is prosecuting its final Nazis —now in their 90s or older
Why is Germany convicting alleged Nazi perpetrators now?
Germany's Stern magazine to probe founder's Nazi-era links
Scholz Reaction To Abbas Holocaust Remarks Draws Criticism
Opinion: Olaf Scholz Should Have Shut Down Mahmoud Abbas - He Failed
'A monstrous lie': Abbas '50 holocausts' claim met with outrage in Israel, Germany
Mahmoud Abbas accuses Israel of ‘Holocausts’ and German Chancellor Olaf Scholz takes heat for not responding
Berlin police investigate Abbas' Holocaust comments
Berlin police are investigating whether charges can be filed against Abbas for Israel ‘Holocausts’ comment
German Authorities Investigating Criminal Complaint Against PA President Mahmoud Abbas for Denigrating Holocaust
Berlin police investigate Abbas for incitement to hatred over '50 holocausts' remark
German leader condemns Abbas '50 Holocausts' remark
In call with Lapid, German leader again condemns Abbas 'holocausts' remarks
The Enduring Appeal of Moral Monsters
What A German Taught Me About His Country And The Holocaust
The Holocaust, colonialism and mutual understanding: Time for a refresher in humanity
Germany Has Confronted Its Past. Now It Must Confront The Present
A German Cellist Reunited Over 30 Members Of A Jewish Family - Including some Who Didn't Know Their Grandmother's Holocaust Story
Drought exposes dozens of Nazi ships sunk in Danube River
The drying Danube River reveals explosive-laden WWII Nazi warships

Iran

Holocaust Education for Contemporary Iran: An IranWire Webinar Series

Israel

These Doctors Invented A Fake Disease To Save Jews And Keep Nazis Away
Remembering the destroyed shtetls
Israel’s No. 1 woman in the fight against antisemitism
How a deadly disease saved Jewish lives and fooled the Nazis during WWII
Rabbi Yitzchak Tuvia Weiss, 95, Holocaust Survivor And Senior Jerusalem Rabbi
Holocaust Survivor, War Of Independence Veteran Avraham Perlmutter Dies At 94
Through the Eyes of a 12-Year-Old Girl: The Life of Janina Hescheles Altman (1931-2022)
Anne Frank’s last six months depicted in new videos
Lost for decades, 3 minutes of pre-Holocaust life becomes a full-length documentary
The Opera That Survived The Ghetto: The Story Of "The Kaiser Of Atlantis"
Granddaughters of the Holocaust: Learning from the past
'Into The Light': Concert tribute to Nazi-persecuted composers
Come To This Court & Cry: A Problematic Holocaust Story - Review
The Wedding Present - Cynthia Ozick
'The Lightness Of Air': A Heartwarming Holocaust Tale
Reality check: Does Israel employ a double standard on tolerating Holocaust humor?
PA Leader Mahmoud Abbas Accuses Israel of ‘Holocausts’ Against Palestinians at Joint Press
Conference With German Chancellor
Palestinian Leader Accused Israel of ‘50 Holocausts,’ Causing an Uproar
Abbas calls Holocaust the ‘most heinous crime’ after drawing criticism for accusing Israel of
‘Holocausts’
Jewish Leaders Rebuke Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas for Trivializing
Holocaust
Why the world won’t care about Abbas’s ‘Holocaust’ lie
Wire Services MIA During Palestinian Authority President Abbas’ Holocaust Distortion Press
Conference
No, Mr. Abbas, there weren’t “50 Holocausts.”
Holocaust Denial and the Palestinians’ Original Sin

Italy
Right-wing Italian councillor suspended over Holocaust joke
Wine Bottles With Portrait of Hitler Sell in Italy, Attract German Tourists Despite Years of
Outrage
Hitler-themed wine for sale in supermarkets sparks outrage
Vine Kampf: Hitler wine for sale in supermarket - The Times
Italian company that has long produced Hitler wines says it will stop next year
Italian Winemaker Says Hitler Wines Will Be Discontinued Next Year

**Lithuania**

Lithuania's Family Secret

**Netherlands**

Anne Frank House Releases English Video Series About Fate of Young Diarist After Her Arrest

New Report Claims Book About Jewish Notary Who Betrayed Anne Frank’s Family Is ‘Disgracefully Untrue’

How Anne Frank Reminds Me of My Holocaust Survivor Mother – Kveller

Dutch city renames square it had named for mayor who betrayed Jews to Nazis

Dutch municipality renames park originally named after Nazi-collaborating mayor

**Poland**

Photos show Nazis as they relax at death camp where 1.1million died

The Warsaw Ghetto's Last Synagogue

USC Shoah Foundation Conducts Polish-language Dimensions in Testimony Interview with Marian Turski

Poland tries to rewrite country's role in Holocaust - PM email leak

Nowy Sacz In Southern Poland To Commemorate Its 12,000 Murdered Jews

Zofia Posmysz, Who Wrote of Life in Concentration Camps, Dies at 98

Zofia Posmysz, Acclaimed Writer And Auschwitz Survivor Laid To Rest In Oswiecim

Polish Auschwitz survivor, novelist Zofia Posmysz dies at 98

“Look and Don’t Forget” Remembrance Initiative Commemorates Roma Genocide Memorial Day at Auschwitz-Birkenau

'Here There Are Blueberries' Chronicles the Terrifying Banality of Holocaust Evil

Food was a comfort for Auschwitz survivors. A new cookbook showcases their recipes — and resilience.

**Romania**

Romania to pay pensions of citizens who moved to Israel after surviving Holocaust

**Russia**

Why Hitler and Stalin Hated Esperanto, the 135-Year-Old Language of Peace

**United Arab Emirates (UAE)**

Comparing Muslim deaths to Holocaust, UAE royal suggests Jews are hung up on Shoah
UK

Liz Truss commits to overcoming obstacles to Holocaust Memorial near Parliament

How Can Clear-Thinking Jews Join Those Opposing Westminster Memorial?

80 years ago, Nazis almost knocked Britain out of WWII to take the entire Mideast

Families of Sir Nicholas Winton’s kinder invited to recreate TV history

I've Done The Best I Can': Holocaust Centre's Founder's Message At Her Own Funeral

Holocaust Activist Seems To Talk To Her Guests At Her Funeral

Holocaust survivor Lady Kohn dies at 86

Obituary: Gordon Cockburn, remarkable artist who was profoundly moved by a visit to Auschwitz

Obituary: Bernard Maurice Levy - Belsen liberator who became one of the last surviving death camp liberators later established high street chain store High and Mighty

How a young Jewish electronics expert helped win the War

Spinster Sisters Versus Nazis

U.K. Man Who Survived Concentration Camp As A Baby Finally Learns His Family's Identity

The Holocaust refugee who was driven to pacifism | Letter

Want To Learn More About The Holocaust?

Exhibition showing the experiences of five Holocaust refugees and a survivor unveiled

Tol tale about the soccer hero saving German Jew will be studied by Premier League youth

New film raises questions about legacy of Holocaust

Holocaust medal of honour awarded to Treblinka archaeologist

Where Is Anne Frank review – Ari Folman’s well-intentioned take on the young diarist

New Anne Frank Exhibit To Launch QC

Anne Frank Traveling Exhibit On Holocaust, Human Rights, Bigotry, Comes To Midwest

Care Home Holds Holocaust Exhibition Telling Poignant Stories Of Six Residents Escaping Nazi Persecution

A sniper in the woods, a hypnotized insider: UK spooks’ secret plans to kill Hitler

A long way from Ned Kelly: Sidney Nolan's Auschwitz visit portraits

Opinion: Latest antisemitism figures are a reason to be cheerful not fearful

Deceit book review: Intriguing introduction to the work of largely forgotten Russian emigre Yuri Felsen

Come to this Court and Cry: How the Holocaust Ends Book review: On the trail of the mysterious Boris

Rapper Apologizes for Performing in T-Shirt Featuring Swastika

Tynemouth Holocaust memorial tree snapped in ‘tasteless’ destruction
Ukraine

Ghosts of Ukraine: Don't forget dark events preceding Ukraine's birth as free nation

The Six-Year-Old Holocaust Heroine from Ukraine

Lessons for Ukrainian Refugees From My Holocaust Survivor Grandparents

USA

Pelosi, Taiwan, And The Holocaust

New Trauma Sensitive Approach For Aiding Holocaust Survivors Transforms How Care Is Delivered

U.S. Jews Pay Homage To Holocaust Survivor Ancestors As They Aid Ukrainian Refugees

Israel consul in Midwest lauds father and daughter who hid Jews during Holocaust

Opinion: When justice delayed is still justice

Exclusive: New White House Liaison To the Jewish Community Talks About Priorities, Challenges, And Personal Missions

The U.S. Holocaust Museum Says The Republican Comparisons Of The FBI To Gestapo Over The Trump Search Are 'Inaccurate And Offensive 'To Survivors

Trump Asked Aid Why His Generals Couldn't Be Like Hitler’s, Book Says

Inside the War Between Trump and the Generals

Trump wanted his advisors to be like ‘German generals in WWII,’ according to a new book

Trump Wanted Generals “Like Hitler’s”

The President Who Wanted Nazi Generals

Alarm grows as Orban prepares to take ‘pure Nazi’ rhetoric to US

Minn. GOP’s nominee for governor says comparing COVID policies to the Holocaust is ‘legitimate’

Equating COVID Lockdowns With Nazism Is ‘Legitimate,’ Minnesota Republican Candidate Says

GOP nominee for Minn. governor: ‘Legitimate’ to compare COVID policies to Holocaust

Minnesota governor bashes rival for comparing COVID rules to Holocaust

GOP Candidate for Illinois Governor Darren Bailey Under Fire for Demeaning Holocaust With Comments on Abortion

GOP candidate for governor Darren Bailey denounced for saying Holocaust 'doesn't even compare' to abortion 'atrocities'

Blake Masters, Republican who once cited a Nazi official, among far-right candidates to prevail in Arizona primaries

Republican Who Praised Hitler Somehow Loses Congressional Primary

California congressman becomes latest Republican to invoke Nazis to defend Trump, bash Biden
Column: ‘You’re stepping on the graves of my grandparents’: Politicians open old wounds with Nazi talk

Vermont State Senator Whose Grandfather Died In The Holocaust Wins Primary

Leading candidate for Congress invokes Jewish grandfather’s Holocaust murder

Vermont state senator whose grandfather died in Holocaust wins congressional primary

Decades after the Holocaust, efforts to return Nazi-looted art are slow, steady

New York Museums Now Required by Law to Note Which Artworks Were Stolen by Nazis

New York Museums Must Now Identify Which Items Were Pilfered By Nazis

New York museums are now required to say if artwork looted by Nazis – The Hill

These famous artworks were looted by Nazis — and are on display at Met, MoMA

New York art museums must now disclose if a piece was stolen by Nazis – NPR

Was That Painting Stolen By The Nazis? New York Museums Are Now Required To Tell You

New York state wants museums to label their Nazi looted art. Will anything change?

L.A. Holocaust Museum Mounts Exhibit In Honor Of Shanghai's Welcome Of Jewish Refugees

I cannot believe we have to have this conversation about the Holocaust and antisemitism again.

State Of New Mexico Adopts IHRA Definition Of Antisemitism

New Mexico adopts IHRA definition of antisemitism

Local Holocaust Survivor Receives Services From Syracuse Agency Thanks To New State Funding

Gangsters vs. Nazis: How the Jewish Mob fought American admirers of the Third Reich

US auction house shrugs off criticism as Hitler's personal items go under hammer

Hitler’s Watch Sells for $1.1 Million at Controversial Auction

Jewish buyer snags Hitler’s watch for $1.1M, according to Maryland auction house

A European Jew bought Hitler’s watch in an auction amidst protests

Adolf Hitler's Watch Bought By A European Jew In An Auction

What my 10-year-old son innately understood about a simple way to combat antisemitism

Dr. Lozman Appointed By President Biden

Wolf Blitzer, the son of Holocaust survivors, discusses his new CNN special on the US Holocaust Memorial Museum

Wolf Blitzer Shares How His Family Was Personally Affected By The Holocaust

CNN’s Wolf Blitzer Includes Testimony From Holocaust Survivor Father in TV Special About Shoah Museum

Doris Martin

Remembering Michael Weiss
Jessica Klein, 'Beverly Hills, 90210', and Writer and Producer, Dies At 66

Dr. Edith Eger: On Breaking Free From A Traumatic Past - Exclusive

At 83, Hebrew Lessons and a Wondrous Bat Mitzvah

Bradenton Holocaust Survivor And World War II Veteran Turns 101-Years-Old

inFOCUS: Maricopa woman lived through Holocaust, World War II

‘When the first bomb fell, the windows started shattering:’ Local Holocaust survivor tells her story

She Fled The Nazis And Came To Philly. At 102, She's Finally Able To Tell Her Story

Highland Park Holocaust Survivor Etta Katz Celebrates 100th Birthday, Shares Her Survivor Story In Exclusive Interview - With Fresh Content Society

West Bloomfield Woman Shares Story Of Surviving The Holocaust To Inspire All To Be Good To Others

An Astonishing Search For Roots: Long-Lost Brother's Descendants Discover Their U.S. Family Eight Decades After The Shoah

Her Family's Old House Has Become A Poignant Memorial To A German Town's Jewish Past

Jewish Replica Of Baal Shem Tov's Ukraine Synagogue Rises In Upstate New York

N.Y. Law Will Survey Schools On Holocaust History

Texas Instruments Foundation Awards $300,000 Grant To Dallas Holocaust And Human Rights Museum

Anne Frank’s Diary Banned from Texas School Library

Anne Frank adaptation, 40 more books pulled from Texas school district

Texas school district orders librarians to remove a version of Anne Frank’s diary from shelves

A Texas school district is removing and reviewing dozens of challenged books, including the Bible and an Anne Frank adaptation

Texas school district reinstates an adaptation of Anne Frank’s diary amid firestorm of controversy

Texas Superintendent Says Anne Frank Adaptation Will Be Back On Shelves 'Very Soon'

Anne Frank’s Diary Not Banned, School Superintendent Says

Anne Frank’s Diary Back in Circulation at Texas School District

New Frank Oz Exhibit Reveals Muppet Co-Creator's Family History Of Fleeing Nazis

Once buried in Europe, a Hitler puppet stashed in Frank Oz’s Oakland attic tells his family’s Holocaust story

Exhibit Honors Frank Oz's Family Legacy In Puppeteering - NPR

Jewish Federation Posts Friedman's Recordings of Holocaust Survivors

Testimony

Interviews Of Local Holocaust Survivors Now Digitized

How Parents’ Trauma Leaves Biological Traces In Children
Marlee Matlin To Develop 'Signs Of Survival - A Memoir Of The Holocaust' Series With Amblin, Scholastic

West Bloomfield High School Teacher Tours Poland As Auschwitz Legacy Fellow

'I Faked Everything': WWII Vet, 98, Honored for Tripping Nazis with Illusions in 'Ghost Army'

'The Soap Myth' Explores Dueling Truths At SCC - 27 East

Photos: First Look At The Soap Myth At Southampton Cultural Center - Broadway World

New NY Holocaust legislation bolsters education, looted art and reparations issues

New York governor signs legislation to aid Holocaust survivors, support education

Gov. Kathy Hochul jokes about Jews fleeing to Florida, pokes at Ron DeSantis during Holocaust event

N.Y. Governor Kathy Hochul Goes Off Script While Attacking Florida Governor Ron DeSantis At Holocaust Event

Governor Hochul Signs Legislation to Honor and Support Holocaust Survivors in Educational, Cultural, and Financial Institutions

US Holocaust Museum weighs in on Keller schools pulling Anne Frank diary from library

Holocaust Museum Motivates Visitors to Create Social Change

Florida Holocaust Museum Receives 5 Million

Teaching teachers about the Holocaust and its lessons for democracy today

Holocaust Survivor And Political Activist Anne Levy Receives Honorary Doctoral Degree

Virginia school district apologizes for logo that resembles swastika

Virginia School Apologises For New Logo Resembling A Swastika

On Poland Trip Students Reflect On Religion, International Law, And Atrocities

Fortunoff Archive Publishes New Critical Editions of Survivor Testimonies

Holocaust Survivor, Mount Pleasant Resident Passes Away At 103

Holocaust survivor, WWII vet turns 101

Holocaust survivor unites with son of his liberator

Gonzaga To Host Historical Exhibit Exploring American Viewpoints On The Holocaust As It Happened

‘Confronting Hate’ exhibit portrays how AJC broached anti-Semitism during World War II

Niskayuna Holocaust Memorial Planner Named To Heritage Preservation Work

Hate Fliers Return To St. Pete; How Will The City Respond?

Holocaust Museum to separate from Federation after unanimous decision - St. Louis

Jewish Federation of St. Louis to make Holocaust museum an independent entity

How every Holocaust story, memory or artifact in our new Holocaust Museum will be sharable - St. Louis Jewish Light
CANDLES offers educators free admission


New Ackerman Gift Enhances Online Learning in Holocaust Studies

UC Irvine Gets Millions To Educate On Holocaust Anti-Semitism

UCI receives $4 million matching gift for Center for Jewish Studies

Kentucky teacher helps expand Holocaust Education Initiative

Holocaust Diaries Detail Jews' Personal Stories - News and Events

On How We Remember the Holocaust

The Mystery Of Lost Periods During The Holocaust

A People And Its Parchments

Ride2Remember Brings Bikers And Holocaust Education To San Diego

Woman reflects on love her parents have spread, despite enduring multiple concentration camps

Margate/Boca Raton Resident Keeps Sacred Promise: To Enlighten, Cultivate and Embolden Generations of Upstanders

Film Recounts Story Of Birmingham Man's Mother In Ukraine During WWII

‘From Where They Stood’ Review: An Unnerving Document of Holocaust Photos Taken by Prisoners

Survivors in the Catskills

Deli Delight: Holocaust survivors come together for lunch

‘My Neighbor Adolf’ Review: Cult Actor Udo Kier Plays a Man Who Could Be Hitler, Again

How photos of Nazis partying at Auschwitz gave rise to a new play

Holocaust Documentary 'Three Minutes: A Lengthening' Is The Most Haunting Film Of The Year

Review | ‘Three Minutes: A Lengthening’ is a work of ruminative grace and power

Three Minutes: A Lengthening: A Quietly Moving Film About Life Before The Holocaust

'The Territory' And 'Three Minutes: A Lengthening' Find Cinematic Hope In Tragedy

Three Minutes: A Lengthening review: a gripping documentary | Digital Trends

'Three Minutes: A Lengthening' - Documentary Shows Jews Pre-Holocaust

Elegant Film 'Three Minutes' Shows Polish Town Before It Was Erased By The Holocaust

How 3 minutes of a home movie from 1938 turned into an acclaimed Holocaust documentary

Interview: Bianca Stigter And Glenn Kurtz Talk 'Three Minutes: A Lengthening'

Alexander Pechersky Led a Successful Prisoner Revolt at the Sobibor Death Camp. His Extraordinary Story is Also That of Millions of Soviet Jews.

Next Productions Boards Holocaust Survival Drama ‘Untold’, Aaron Schneider To Direct & Alex Wolff Attached To Star
Center for Holocaust and Human Rights Education Honors Educators

Knowles Developing Website To Tell The Story Of Holocaust Victims Through Places

Georgia’s Response to the Holocaust: Exhibit at Clarksville Library

Saul Golubcow Introduces His Holocaust Survivor Turned Private Eye

Monkey Man Charm Lost In Newport Holds Valuable Lessons From Holocaust

Former Berkeley auditor's story of escaping the Nazis is retold in new book

How Holocaust Tourism Changed This Jewish Dad’s Views on Fatherhood

Walking in the footsteps of Holocaust survivors – The NAU Review

Actress Lisa Kudrow Talks About Family’s Holocaust Experiences in Podcast Episode

Rising Stars: Meet Zane Buzby

Jesse Eisenberg’s next film follows 2 cousins who explore their grandmother’s Holocaust story

Jesse Eisenberg to Direct, Write and Star in Film About Jewish Roots, Family and Holocaust History in Poland

Watch Yossi Klein Halevi Discuss His Movie "Kaddish" » Mosaic

The Eternal Kaddish

Historical roadside marker to be unveiled honoring humanitarian, diplomat and human rights activist extraordinaire, Ambassador James G. McDonald

How this design blogger’s journey into genealogy exposed the dark side of antiquing

New York’s former hate crimes czar has a new mission: teaching the Holocaust

Amy Spitalnick will go from fighting Charlottesville neo-Nazis to leading Bend the Arc

Holocaust Survivor Reflects On Torch Rally With Charlottesville High School Student

Charlottesville Jewish Community To Participate in Interfaith Vigil Observing Five Year Anniversary of Neo-Nazi Rally

Listen: 'Memory Wars' Explores How Virginia - And America - Might Reckon With The Past

Exposing More New York Times Freelancers Who Praised Hitler, Palestinian Terror

Inaugural Edward D. and Regina Rechnic Holocaust Series speaker set for September 28

Historian Reflects On Rejection Endured By Jews Displaced After 1945

'The U.S. And The Holocaust' To Premiere September 18th 2022 On PBS

A ‘huge reckoning’ for America in Ken Burns’ new documentary about the Holocaust

The U.S. And The Holocaust: An Evening With Ken Burns, Lynn Novick And Sarah Botstein In Person - September 12th, 2022

Adam Driver plays a Hitler studies professor surviving the apocalypse in Noah Baumbach’s White Noise

Untold: Everything We Know So Far About The Holocaust Survival Drama Starring Alex Wolff

Part IV Approaching the Holocaust as A Moral Choice
Part V: Approaching the Holocaust as A Moral Choice

Part VI Approaching the Holocaust a Moral Choice

Approaching the Holocaust as a Moral Choice: Part VII: Providing Legitimacy for Murdering Civilians

American Unsung Hero of the Shoah: Stephen Klein Part VII Trials and Tribulations of Immigration

An American Unsung Hero of the Shoah: Stephen Klein VIII

Memories of the Holocaust are fading – my fiction helps me preserve the past

The Black Market and the Jewish DPs in Post-War Germany

RSHA’s Role in Holocaust Examined in Historian’s Monograph

Book Review: A True Story Of Survival

The Disappearance of Josef Mengele book review

Are We Willing to See the Truth?

A trip to Auschwitz brings back bitter memories of growing up in Egypt

RVCC Holocaust Institute To Host Exhibition Featuring Artwork By Local Students

Born And Raised Jewish, The Man Leading 19 Years Of Protests Against A Michigan Synagogue Embraces Anti-Semitic Tropes

Brooklyn synagogue vandalized with ‘Hitler’ graffiti

Brooklyn synagogue vandalized with hateful message

Monument defaced with swastikas at Brooklyn Holocaust memorial

‘Don’t Live in Fear,’ Rabbi Urges Congregants Shocked by ‘Hitler’ Vandalism of Brooklyn Synagogue

Alabama Holocaust Education Center hires new director

Why Was A Synagogue Mural Hidden Behind A Wall In A Vermont Apartment?

CNN to Air Special on Rising Antisemitism Featuring Interviews With Victims of Hate, Former Skinheads and More

Swastika Mountain in Oregon to get new name

Richard Goodwin, A Philanthropist, Business Leader And Founder Of The SNJ Holocaust Education Center Passes Away

Vatican

'The Pope at War': new book explains Pius XII’s silence during Holocaust.

Vatican Archives Opened; Letters From Jews Revealed

Pius XII And The Holocaust: Reality Or Revisionism?

............................................................
PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust survivors, their descendants and friends, and other interested people. To join *GSI* and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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